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ESTIMATES OF STRESS IN COMPOSITE MATERIALS

HABIB AMMARI, HYEONBAE KANG, HYUNDAE LEE, JUNGWOOK LEE AND
MIKYOUNG LIM

1. Introdu tion
Composite materials onsist of a matrix of a homogeneous material and in lusions of various size and shape. In lusions may be holes or hard ones. Frequently
in omposites, the in lusions are very losely spa ed and may even tou h, see [7℄,
and it is important to know that the gradient of solutions, the stress eld, an be
arbitrarily large, sin e large stress an be a ause of development of ra ks. Reently very pre ise estimates of the stress in spe ial ases have been obtained in
[4, 5℄ on whi h we dis uss in this arti le. We will also dis uss about some interesting
questions for further resear h.
To des ribe the rst situation onsidered in in [4, 5℄, let B1 and B2 are two
ir ular in lusions ontained in a matrix whi h we assume to be the free spa e R2 .
For i = 1; 2, we suppose that the ondu tivity ki of the in lusion Bi is a onstant
di erent from the onstant ondu tivity of the matrix, whi h is assumed to be 1
for onvenien e. The ondu tivity ki of the in lusion may be 0 or 1. The zero
ondu tivity indi ates that the in lusion is a hole or an insulated in lusion while
the in nite ondu tivity indi ates a hard or perfe t ondu tor.
The ondu tivity problem we onsider in this paper is the following transmission
problem for a given entire harmoni fun tion H :
(1.1)
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(ki 1)(Bi) ru = 0 in R2 ;

i=1;2

as jX j ! 1:
The gradient ru of the solution u to (1.1) is the stress eld and represents the
perturbation of the eld rH in the presen e of in lusions B1 and B2. For appli ations to the theory of omposite materials, it is parti ularly important to onsider
the ase when rH is a uniform eld, i.e., H (X ) = A  X for some onstant ve tor
A. The equation (1.1) an be rewritten in the following form to emphasize the

up.

>
:

u(X ) H (X ) = O(jX j 1 )
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transmission ondition
on Bi, i = 1; 2:
8
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u = 0
in n (B1 [ B2);
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on Bi; i = 1; 2;
<uj+ = uj
u
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= ki u
on Bi; i = 1; 2;
>
>
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>
:
u(X ) H (X ) = O(jX j 1 )
as jX j ! 1:
Here and throughout this paper the subs ript  indi ates the limit from outside
and inside the domain, respe tively. If ki = 0, then the transmission ondition
should be repla ed with u
 j+ = 0 on Bi . If ki = 1, then it should be repla ed
with u = onstant on Bi .
In this situation we are interested in the behavior of the gradient of the solution
to the equation (1.1) as the distan e between B1 and B2 goes to zero.
Another situation onsidered in [4, 5℄ is when the in lusion is very lose to the
boundary. Suppose that , whi h is a disk of radius , ontains an in lusion B,
whi h is a disk of radius r. Suppose that the ondu tivity of is 1 and that of B
is k 6= 1. We onsider the following Diri hlet problem: for a given f 2 C 1; ( ),
> 0,

r  (1 + (k 1)(B ))ru = 0 in ;
(1.2)
u=f
on  :
In this situation we are interested in the estimates of ru when B is very lose to
the boundary of . The same question for the Neuman problem is also onsidered.
There have been some important works on the estimates of the stress eld in the
presen e of in lusions. For nite and stri tly positive ondu tivities, it was shown
by Bonnetier and Vogelius in [8℄ that the gradient of u remains bounded for ir ular
tou hing in lusions of omparable radii. Li and Vogelius showed in [11℄ that ru is
bounded independently of the distan e between the in lusions B1 and B2, provided
that the ondu tivities stay away from 0 and +1. In fa t, the result of [11℄ is mu h
more general: it holds for arbitrary number of in lusions with arbitrary shape. This
result has been re ently extended to ellipti systems by Li and Nirenberg in [10℄.
On the other hand, for two identi al perfe tly ondu ting ir ular in lusions (with
k1 = k2 = +1) whi h are  apart, it has been shown in [6℄ (see also [12℄ and [9℄)
that the gradient generally be omes unbounded as the distan e  approa hes zero.
The rate at whi h this gradient be omes unbounded has a tually been al ulated in
[6℄, for a spe ial solution. For this spe ial solution, the rate turns out to be  1=2.
2. Optimal estimates of the stress
We summarize the main results of [4, 5℄.
To state the rst main result, let us x some notations. For i = 1; 2, let Bi =
B (Zi ; ri ), the disk entered at Zi and of radius ri . Let Ri , i = 1; 2, be the re e tion
with respe t to Bi, i.e.,
r2 (X Zi )
Ri (X ) := i
jX Zi j2 + Zi ; i = 1; 2:
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It is easy to see that the ombined re e tion R1R2 and R2R1 have unique xed
points. Let I be the line segment between two xed points. Let Xj , j = 1; 2, be
the point on Bj losest to the other disk. We also let
p
rmin := min(r1 ; r2 ); rmax := max(r1 ; r2 ); r := (2r1 r2 )=(r1 + r2 ):
Finally let
k +1
1
i := i
2(ki 1) ; i = 1; 2 and  := 412 :
The following result was obtained in [4, 5℄.
Theorem 2.1. Let  := dist(B1 ; B2 ) and let  (j ) and T (j ) , j = 1; 2, be the unit
normal and tangential ve tor elds to Bj , respe tively. Let u be the solution of
(1.1).
(i) If  is suÆ iently small, there is a onstant C1 independent of k1 , k2 , r1 ,
r2 , and  su h that
C1 inf jhrH (X );  (j) (Xj )ij

(2.1)

(2.2)
(ii)

X 2I

1

p

 + (r =rmin) 
provided that k1 ; k2 > 1, and
C1 inf jhrH (X ); T (j) (Xj )ij
X 2I
1  + (r =rmin)p
provided that k1 ; k2 < 1.

 jruj+ (Xj )j; j = 1; 2;

 jruj+ (Xj )j; j = 1; 2;

Let be a bounded set ontaining B1 and B2 . Then there is a onstant C2
independent of k1 , k2 , r1 , r2 , , and su h that

H kL1( )
(2.3)
krukL1( )  1 Cj2jkr
+ (r =rmax)p :
Theorem 2.1 quanti es the behavior of ru in terms of the ondu tivities of the
in lusions, their radii, and the distan e between them, and reveals many interesting
features of the stress. For example, if k1 and k2 degenerate to +1 or zero, then
 = 1 and hen e (2.1) and (2.3) read
(2.4)
C1 inf jhrH (X );  (j) (Xj )ij
C krH kL1( )
X 2I
p

jr
uj+ (Xj )j; krukL1( )  2
(r =rmin) 
(r =rmax)p ;
Note that if H (X ) = A  X for some onstant ve tor A, whi h is the most interesting
ase, then
hrH (X );  (j) (Xj )i = hA;  (j) (Xj )i;
and hen e it is not vanishing if the ve tor A is parallel to  (j) (Xj ). Thus ru
blows up at the rate of  1=2 as the in lusions get loser. It further shows that the
gradient blows up at Xj whi h is the point on Bj losest topthe other disk.
Observe that if r1 = r2 = r, then r =rmin = r=rmax = 1= r. Thus if the radius
of the in lusions are of the same order as that of the distan e between them, then
ru does not blow up.
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To state the se ond result of [4, 5℄, let X1 be the point on B losest to 
and X2 be the point on  losest to B, and let RB and R are re e tions with
respe t to B and  , respe tively. Let P1 and P2 be xed points of RB R and
R RB , respe tively, and let J1 be the line segment between P1 and X1 and J2
that between P2 and X2. Let D (f ) and S (g) denote the double and single layer
potentials:
Z
S (X ) = 21 ln jX Y j(Y ) d(Y ); X 2 R2 ;

Z
1
D (X ) = 2 hYjX X;Y j2Y i (Y ) d(Y ); X 2 R2 n  :

For the Diri hlet problem (1.2) we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.

Let

 := dist(B;  );  :=

k 1
; r :=
k+1

r

 r
;
r

and let u be the solution to (1.2).
(i) If k > 1, then there exist onstants C1 independent of k , r, , and f su h
that for  small enough,
C1 inf jhrD (f )(X ); B (X1 )ij
X 2J1
(2.5)
 jruj+ (X1 )j;
1  + 4rp
and

(2.6)
(ii)

C1 Xinf
2J

2

jhrD (f )(X );  (X2 )ij
 jruj (X2 )j:
1  + 4r p

Here B and  denote the outward unit normal to B and  .
For any k 6= 1, there exists a onstant C2 independent of k , r, and  su h
that for  small enough,
krukL1( )  1C2 kjfkjC+1; r(p) :

(2.7)
If Z is the enter of and if f (X ) = A  X for some onstant ve tor A, then
D (f )(X ) = 21 A  X for X 2 and D (f )(X ) = 2jX2 AZXj2 for X 2 R2 n , and
hen e we an a hieve
hrD (f )(X ); B (X1 )i 6= 0 and hrD (f )(X );  (X2 )i 6= 0 for any X;
by hoosing A appropriately. Theorem 2.2 shows that in the ase of the Diri hlet
problem, if the in lusion is a perfe t ondu tor (k = 1 and hen e  = 1), then

A
p  krukL1( )  rBp ;
r 
for some onstants A and B. Thus ru blows up at the rate of  1=2 as long as the
magnitude of r is mu h larger than that of . It also shows that the gradient blows
up at the points X1 and X2. If r is the same order as , then r  p1 and hen e
ru does not blow up. In fa t, it stays bounded and an asymptoti expansion of
the solution as  ! 0 an be derived. See [1℄ for this (and [2, 3℄).
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A similar theorem is obtained for the Neuman problem: for a given g 2 C ( )
with R g = 0
8
1)(B))ru = 0 in ;
< r  (1 + (k
(2.8)
u
:
=g
on  :

Let ,  , r be as in Theorem 2.2.
If k < 1, then there exist onstants C1 independent of k , r, , and g su h
that for  small enough,

Theorem 2.3.

(i)

C1

(2.9)
and

(2.10)
(ii)

inf jhrS (g)(X ); TB (X1)ij
 jruj+ (X1 )j;
1 +  + 4rp

X 2J1

C1 Xinf
2J

2

jhrS (g)(X ); T (X2 )ij
 jruj (X2 )j:
1 +  + 4r p

Here TB and T denote the positively oriented unit tangent ve tor eld on
B and  , respe tively.
For any k 6= 1, there exists a onstant C2 independent of k , r, and  su h
that for  small enough,

krukL1( )  1C2 kjgkj C+ r( p) :
Observe that if g := A   on  , then S (g) = 21 A  X + onstant. Theorem
2.3 shows that in the ase of the Neuman problem, ru blows up for an insulator

(2.11)

(k = 0).

3. Some problems
We now dis uss some related problems.
Dependen y of blow-up rate on the shape. It is shown that in general the
gradient of the solution blows up at the rate of  1=2 for ir ular in lusions. It is not
lear whether the rate 1=2 is solely for the ir ular in lusions or for two dimensional
in lusions of general shape. For example, if two planar sides of in lusions are very
lose to ea h other, what will be the blow up rate. It is quite interesting and
hallenging to larify the dependen y of blow-up rate on the shape
Estimates of stress in three dimensions. It would be interesting to derive
estimates of the stress for three dimensional omposites, espe ially for omposite
with spheri al in lusions. At this moment it is not at all lear whether the gradient
of solution will blow up as two in lusions get loser. If it blows up, what will be
the blow-up rate?
Estimates of stress for elasti
omposites. It is very important to have the
same kinds of estimates of the stress for the elasti omposites when the shear
modulus (or the Young modulus) of the in lusions be ome either in nity or zero.
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